
Sonoma County 2019 4-H Fashion Revue Sat, April 6, 2019, YAL Center, Rohnert Park 
County Only Categories (County Only Categories do not qualify for State Fashion Revue competition.) 
Accessories – Create two or more different coordinating accessories made out of any material or combination of 
materials including:  fabric, leather, yarn, wire, embroidery floss, duct tape, seed beads, glass, or any other craft materials. 
The accessories must coordinate with each other and with the outfit the member chooses to wear with the accessories. 
The two accessories must be different types of accessories – two hair clips do not qualify, but it can be a hair clip and a 
bracelet. Entry examples: belt, purse, wallet, slippers, jewelry, hat, scarf, gloves, hatband, hair accessories, phone holder, 
head band, etc. 

4-H T-Shirt Challenge– Add 4-H related embellishments to an existing t-shirt or sweatshirt. You must include “4-H” and 
your club name. Use any variety of embellishing methods including: adding material, painting, dying, sewing, 
embroidering, trimming, gluing, cutting, appliquéing, etc. Entry must include a before and after picture. 

Embellished – Creatively decorate an existing wearable garment using any variety of embellishing methods including: 
adding material, painting, dying, sewing, embroidering, trimming, gluing, etc. Entry must include a before and after picture. 

Tie Dye Fabric Challenge – Use any technique or pattern to create an item using tie dyed fabric. Member must tie dye 
fabric before or after creating the item. The entry may be a garment or a non-wearable item. Entry must include a picture 
of fabric or item before it is tie dyed. The entry should be appropriate for the skill level of the member. Entry examples: 
PJ’s, pillow case, blanket, shirt, etc.  

Textile – Make a non-wearable item using any technique, any materials, and any pattern. Entry examples: laptop carrier, 
shopping bag, garment bag, blanket, pillow case, animal blanket, home décor, placemat, holiday decoration, etc. 

County and State Categories (For State rules & scorecards, see the State Fashion Revue website.) 
Traditional – construct garment(s), showcasing sewing skills & the ability to coordinate an outfit. The outfit must contain 

at least one constructed garment; participants are encouraged to construct additional garments to complete the outfit. 

Consumer Science Purchased, $40.00 Limit – shop for an entire outfit with the total cost not to exceed $40.00, including 
shoes but not sales tax. Receipts from the current 4-H year are required for any item that is visible. Gifts, prior purchases, 
& items without receipts are not eligible for this category. Receipts from yard sales, etc. may be hand written. The member 
should consider value vs. cost, versatility, the shopping experience, and coordination of the outfit within the cost limit.  

Make It Mine Challenge – alter a commercial pattern or make your own pattern to achieve the fit and style you desire in a 
garment of your choice. 

Option 1: Start with a fashion design drawing. Submit a picture of it. 
Option 2: Start with an idea of what you want to make. Submit the written description. 

Find a commercial pattern or patterns, or draw your own pattern to create a wearable garment. If you use one or more 
commercial patterns, submit the pattern number with a picture of the envelope front. Tell which part you used (skirt, 
sleeve, front with collar, pant leg, etc.). Tell how you modified the pattern to fit you or to create the look you wanted. If you 
draw your own pattern, tell how you made your pattern & how you figured out the instructions for creating your garment(s). 

Box Challenge – sew one or more garments that contain 3 colors – red, white, and blue. If one garment is sewn it has 
to contain all 3 colors. If more than one garment is sewn, the sewn garments together must contain the 3 colors. The 
fabrics(s) may contain other colors but the predominant colors must be red, white, and blue. 
In addition, choose from the following elements that are in your box. Junior members must include at least one in their 
sewn garment(s). Intermediate members must include at least two. Senior members must include at least three.  
In the box: 
 Buttons- must use at least 3 red, white or blue or combination. For Juniors they may be decorative. For Intermediates 

and Seniors, they must be functional. 
 Zipper- red, white or blue; functional not just decorative. 
 Trim – red, white or blue or a combination of colors – for example: rickrack, lace, piping, braid, bias tape binding, etc. 
 Contrast exposed lining (that shows) – for example: rolled up sleeves or pant legs 

 Collar, ruffle, or set-in sleeve 
 Handmade accessory – red, white, or blue, or combination of these colors 

Retro/Historical Challenge – create an outfit that is inspired by or looks like an old design using new fabric and 
notions. For this category, the design should be from before the year 2000. The entry must state the year or period of the 
design and include a drawing, photo, or description of the classic design that is being reproduced or duplicated. Add 
accessories to complete the outfit that are reminiscent of that time period. The outfit must feature at least one handmade 
garment made by the member. Other pieces of the outfit must be representational and recognizable as belonging to the 
same era as the handmade garment. (See State website for more ideas: http://4h.ucanr.edu/4-H_Events/SFD/SFR/ ) 

 The garment(s) in these categories must be sewn by the member as part of the Clothing & Textiles/Sewing Project. 
Members may enter multiple Categories; only one entry per category and an entry may not be entered in multiple categories. 
All garment and accessory entries are to be worn by member (not created/fitted for someone else). 
Divisions (age 12/31/18): Primary (5-8 yrs – non-judged); Junior (9-10 yrs); Intermediate (11-13 yrs); Senior (14-18 yrs) 
For more information see: http://cesonoma.ucanr.edu/4H/Events/Fashion_Revue/ 
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